ABSTRACT real robots to be experimented in a simulation-based virtual environment containing many robot models [1] . RIL sim- 
INTRODUCTION
Meanwhile, by using real robots, RIL simulation increases designers confidence about how the final real system is going to work. Note that in both of these two cases, RIL simulation A multi-robot system consists of multiple robots that coordi-.
. N allows the designers to use only several, instead of all, real nate with each other to finish a common task. Design of multirobs to gainethaoveknolyede.aFo large-scalec era robot systems is a challenging task due to parts with the models. This is also useful in testing the comModeling and simulation have been widely applied in sup-bat scenarios when the model of other competitors is tested porting multi-robot system development. In previous work, against a team of robots.
we have developed a model continuity design methodology tional simulation where all robots are models and simulated (with objects responding to external events) with the concepts on a centralized computer, and then transition to robot-inof virtual sensors, and suggests this approach when the cost the-loop simulation that includes combined real and virtual of robots is high. Modeling the sensors can be more detailed robots, and finally to real system experiment where all robots to handle uncertainty [9] . are real and tested in the real field just like how the final sysAnother form of hybrid simulation is projective virtual retem should be. In one sense, RIL based design can be comality [10, 11] which projects the virtual world into reality.The pared with model based system control, that a model is generconcept of mixed reality is utilized in Virtual Reality (VR), ated for part of the system which can improve over successive with many applications for example in flight simulators [12] , information of the sensors.
bio-informatics [13] , realtime weather forecasting, and moTo support the incremental simulation-based design probile robotic test-beds [10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17, 1] . The excess described above, an effective multi-robot test bed needs tensive control capabilities of Khepra robots when combined to be developed. This test bed should support all stages, inwith a good localization method (like image processing with cluding conventional simulation, robot-in-the-loop simulation, external camera) is suitable for this kind of virtual and realand real robot execution, of the design process in a coherity integration as in KhepOnTheWeb [14, 18] . Gracanin's ent way, and provide an integrated interface for all the three virtual reality test-bed [15] adds virtual objects to the user instages and enable smooth transitions between them. This terface (virtual environment and robots) and distributed users paper presents the development of such an integrated multican control the same robot in a virtual world. This research robot test bed based on Khepra mobile robots, which have also emphasizes the importance of the network resources, and been widely used in many multi-robot research and education implements a distributed control protocol. In the current work projects. We describe the hardware, software, and system arwe realized the importance of resource management (like netchitecture of this integrated test bed, and present a multi-robot working) when more robots added to the complexity of the dynamical team formation example to demonstrate the usage system. of this test bed. Modeling and simulation of virtual robots and the environment are based on Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS) [2] , and specifically the DEVSJAVA [3] simu-3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE lation package. Detailed descriptions about how robot models are developed and how simulations (including conventional The goal of this project is to design a collaborative system simulation and robot in the loop simulation) are supported consisting of many agents, to experiment with the idea of can be found in [1, 4] and thus are omitted here.
agent-in-the-loop system design, and here when we refer to
In the first part of this text, the related work, the system agents it means both real and virtual robots. All agents are architecture (including the image processing part in software) treated the same, while they can have different interfaces to and the hardware setup are discussed. Then the effect of other entities. Agents, regardless of being real or virtual enrobot-in-the-loop stepwise system integration is introduced.
tities, are DEVS models each with a set of behaviors in a behavior network. Having the same code for agents, in one hand makes the design simpler and makes it possible to go 2. RELATED WORK from simulation to implementation easier, on the other hand it requires homogeneity of the agents. To tackle the inherMulti robot systems and robot swarms [5] have been an acent heterogeneity of real entities the control model is made tive research area in robotics and related topics. The control more robust and flexible enough not to be bound to certain aspect and path planning based on robot models are widely parameters. The control unit performs actions by the develresearched and exploited in car factories and automation in-oped software. dustry, mainly for robotic arms. For mobile robots, the problem is not often predefined which makes it more dynamic.
3.1. Software Some of the mobile robot system simulations are pure simulations (like Webots [6] originally for Khepra robot simu-When the software is running, control panel takes control of lation), some work with real robots and some are hybrid of other components (Fig. 1) . User can change parameters rereal and virtual objects [1] . In [1] , a DEVS based simulalated to vision, localization and navigation. User can also tion is discussed. Another hybrid framework for real and vir-manually navigate real robots or change the speed parametual environment (RAVE) was proposed [7] which addressed ters. In addition, the user can switch to central or distributed the benefit of the virtual augmentation to test virtual sensors, automatic convoy mode and start or stop the real-time simand virtual robots when the number of real robots is limited.
ulation of the system. In this design, the user can interact RAVE is based on libraries, servers and user interfaces to only with the control panel through its Graphical User Interperform different scenarios. The work of [8] puts the idea face (GUI), therefore the internal architecture of the applicaof mixed reality in the context of distributed robotic system tion is transparent from user point of view. Localization of real robots is performed by image processing, then the simulated system model of agents (AgentSys in Fig. 1 . System architecture central convoy) requires sending navigation commands to the The user can monitor the current state of the system (agents' robots, also the distributed convoy may broadcast the inforpositions and selected behaviors) in the same GUI. The lomation about the real robots to them so that their behaviors calization unit informs the monitoring component of the real change by new information. As a result, the agents access robots, while the DEVS simulation core (AgentSys) adds the the environment by appropriate interfaces. Virtual agents get virtual robots information. The GUI is designed so that it simaccess to the virtual environment, while real robots interact plifies the interaction of user and simulation software, making with real environment. Therefore in the central team formait suitable for teaching concepts of robotics, behavior selection, real and virtual interfaces are implemented and by aution, DEVS modeling and simulation.
tomating the robots in distributed convoy the virtual interface The gentysmdel onsits f th Envronmnt mdel is replaced with the real robot on-board software. Fig. 5 ), rectangular boundary of the virtual environment (green rectangle in Fig. 5 ) and the names softcure ntbe-Imag the field are taken by an overhead camera located haviors of agents. Some of these virtual data can be turned off so that the grabbed picture covers the entire filed on which by the user. Furthermore, vision activity is a DEVS activity the robots move (Fig. 2) . By this choice we avoided the extra that belongs to the real-time DEVS and closes the loop of the processing inside each robots and also using available techcontrol system. For any other localization sensor if added to niques of image processing we could find the location and the system, an activity regarding the new sensor is needed. In direction of each robot accurately. This camera is installed the case of multiple input sensors, the result of all activities on top of the platform where the robots are moving (1.2.x 1.5
should be fused to find knowledge about the system. square meters) in the height of about 1.5 meters. The robots Agents, regardless of being real or virtual entities, are are Khepra® robots with circular shape and 8 proximity sen-DEVS models each with a set of behaviors in a behavior net-sors. Having the global view of the filed by the image of work as the decision making part. Robot team formation (in the field in hand, the sensors are modeled for the real robots avoiding the extra need for filtering of the sensors. The image 4.1. Pattern of the filed is taken by the overhead camera then used for the localization.
To find robots more accurately, while not relying on robot processing abilities, we used a conventional method including an over-head camera to track the movement of the robots by 4 . LOCALIZATION AND VISION finding the special patterns on top of them. We used a 6 angle circular pattern with color coding on the angular dimension of Environment as a real-time atomic model runs a DEVS activthe pies (Fig. 3(a) ). Figure 3(b) shows the designed 6 angle ity (called vision activity) to get the new position and heading pattern for ID equal to 6. This patterns consist of 6 pie slices, of all real robots leading to vision based localization. Image one inner hole and two outer rings. To color code the pattern processing is used to find information of real robots on the we use the pattern template scheme in Figure 3( found object (totally n objects of {0i1, 02, * * *°}) with all the available patterns in the field, a table of similarity between The vision algorithm consist of the following steps; build the objects and robot patterns is achieved. Table 1 shows this image, convert it to gray scale, enhance the contrast, find the mapping for 5 found objects when only three robots are in the center of objects by blob detection analyze the pattern and field. Table 1 . Object to ID similarity mapping for m 3 and (here circular blobs), thus it is to some extent robust against n = lenses effect. Using normal camera and without preprocessing the image, the centroid measurement was better than findIn the final step of image processing we should assign ing the center by special color in the center. each ID to an object (the reverse of the mapping the ideal signal. However, the pattern might be rotated (Fig.  3(c) ) causing the signal to be shifted. In practice some noise is also added to the signal. To improve the signal being sampled 5. A MULTI-ROBOT TEAM FORMATION EXAMPLE the brightness of captured frames can be changed in vision setting. Now the identification method would be this; the test The decision making core of the agents (real and virtual robots)
signal should be compared with all available ideal signals (in is a network behaviors based on mutual inhibition behavior the bank) to find the one with more correlation. The lag at choice and is modeled in DEVS. Detailed description of syswhich the correlation gets its maximum value, is directly retem and its control models can be found at [4] . Here we focus lated to the heading of the robot pattern (red arrow starting on the design process aspect and give an example. We first from the center at Fig. 3(a) ). The mutual similarity of an ID
give an overview of the system and its task, and then show the different stages of the simulation-based design process as ___ described before. (Fig. 6) . Based on Robot-in-the-loop methodology, the design process starts with pure simulation. Because this step does not involve real robots, the simulation is run as fast as it can. The Fig. 6 . Four real robots in a formed team.
speed we buy in this way helps to find the logical design flaws and the conflicts very soon, which is one of the primary use of simulation in conventional simulation-based design without 6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK exploiting the model continuity. The result of this step yields a statistically correct architecture with effect of accuracy and How to design and implement a multi agent system is a comreliability of the system in the long run or under different con-plex task, that requires a precise modeling of the system and a ditions. Because of the fast simulation, the general attitude of suitable decision making part. We used the simulation (realthe system is investigated and the final goal (which may take time and non real-time) to test and refine the system model, in time in reality) is tested if it is achieved at all or not. For ex-order to improve the decision making part. To further simplify ample for the robot convoy problem it is tested if the agents this job, we used robot-in-the-loop simulation methodology, finally form a team (Fig. 4) under different initial conditions and increased the complexity of the system step by step. As such as different size, number, position and heading for the we chose the mutual inhibition based behavior mechanism for agents.
our decision making part, the simple behaviors are built by Fig. 5 shows a team formation example as an application each step of the simulation. These behaviors are modeled (in of the robot-in-the-loop simulation. In this stage of the design DEVS) as a behavior network which decides the next naviga-
